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13th Croatian Theatre Showcase PROGRAMME

Note: The organizer of the event reserves the rights to make changes in the schedule/program.

SATURDAY, April 14, 2018                  THE DAY OF ARRIVAL

10:00 - 18:00 Hotel Check-in HOTEL LAGUNA, Kranjčevićeva St. 29, Zagreb
21:30 – 23:00  CORRECTING RHYTHM CROATIAN NATIONAL THEATRE, Trg Republike Hrvatske 15

SUNDAY, April 15, 2018

11:00 – 12:15 ALICE’S ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND ZAGREB YOUTH THEATRE, Teslina St. 7
13:00 – 15:00 Lunch time RESTAURANT MUSEUM, Trg Republike Hrvatske 10
18:00 – 19:00 DIARY OF MADMAN RIBNJAK SCENE, Park Ribnjak 1
20:00 – 21:10 WHAT IS MISSING ZAGREB YOUTH THEATRE, Teslina St. 7
22:00 – 23:00 LAMPEDUSA BEACH CULTURE FACTORY, Šubićeva St. 2

MONDAY, April 16, 2018

13:00 – 15:00 Lunch time RESTAURANT MUSEUM, Trg Republike Hrvatske 10
18:00 – 19:00 OUT THERE AND IN HERE THEATRE &td, Savska St. 25
20:00 – 21:20 SIX CHARACTERS IN SEARCH OF AN AUTHOR KEREMPUH SATIRICAL THEATRE, Ilica 31
22:00 – 23:00 LOOKATME CITY CENTRE

TUESDAY, April 17, 2018

13:00 – 15:00 Lunch time RESTAURANT MUSEUM, Trg Republike Hrvatske 10
18:00 – 19:00 NUKLEON ZAGREB DANCE CENTER, Ilica 10/1
20:00 – 22:40 BLACK MOTHER EARTH ZAGREB YOUTH THEATRE, Teslina St. 7

WEDNESDAY, April 18, 2018         THE DAY OF DEPARTURE

BLACK MOTHER EARTH
Zagreb Youth Theatre PR
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INTRODUCTION
Dear guests, dear friends and theatre people,
Since 2005 Croatian ITI Centre has been organising an international theatre collaboration programme under the name 
of Croatian Theatre Showcase. Aware of being a small country, still insufficiently acknowledged on the European and
global theatre map, every year in April we are presenting a selection of a dozen plays that might attract the interest 
of foreign curators, programmers and translators. The programme is designed to be a discussion topic for future visits,
performances at international festivals or translations of Croatian plays, as well as their potential inclusion in foreign 
theatre repertories.
Showcase is financially and programme-wise supported by the Ministry of Culture of the Republic of Croatia and the 
City of Zagreb Department of Culture.
The line-up begins with a play for children and young audiences, the iconic Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland, produced 
by the Zagreb Youth Theatre and directed by the Croatia-based Argentinian Renata Carola Gatica – a famous title told 
in a visually, musically and artistically attractive way to analyse the coming-of-age.
Produced by his own artistic association Moving Music Theatre, Macedonian composer Marjan Nećak directed, composed
and designed the sets for the play Diary of a Madman, defining it in genre as a mono-opera. This is a musical stage
adaptation of Gogol’s short story, a project entirely created and tailor-made for one of the finest Croatian actors, 
Ozren Grabarić. He is the main and only protagonist, exploring the ‘perverted’ world view of a socially marginalised 
and unwanted clerk through music, video and drama.
What Is Missing is the latest piece by the middle-age playwright, Tomislav Zajec, the winner of five most important 
Croatian honours in the field of drama, the Marin Držić Award. The play was produced by the Zagreb Youth Theatre 
and directed by the up-and-coming Bosnian and Herzegovinian director Selma Spahić. In terms of genre it could be 
defined as a family drama examining the traumas of modern families, as well as a quest for one’s sexual identity.
Produced by the private theatre Hotel Bulić, which does not have a stage of its own so they mostly perform at Culture
Factory, a multi-use space for concerts and avant-garde theatre, is the monodrama Lampedusa Beach, performed by one
of the finest Croatian actresses Nina Violić. This independent play focuses on the refugee crisis, splashing the European

side of the Mediterranean from the African soil, a painful and tragic destiny of a young African woman, a symbol 
of thousands of those disappearing in the depths on their precarious marine journey to a better European future.
The latest play by the brilliant and courageous stage director Oliver Frljić, Six Characters in Search of an Author at the
Kerempuh Satirical Theatre, is Frljić’s reading of Pirandello from the point of view of Croatian society today. Utterly criti-
cal, uncompromising and direct, Frljić is not afraid to call the social reality in which true values are lost by its real name.
Kristian Novak is currently one of the most popular bestselling prose writers, whose novels are being successfully
adapted for stage. One of them is Black Mother Earth, produced by the Zagreb Youth Theatre and directed by Dora
Ruždjak Podolski, focusing on a series of suicides taking place in the most developed region in Croatia, Međimurje, 
in the early 1990s. The fate of a local boy reflects all the tragedy of a provincial and conservative environment and
unmasks the true face of a mentality in a discourse of dark surrealism.
A specific quality of the Arterarij Association, managed by actor Romano Nikolić, is inclusion of minorities into artistic
productions, and the performance lookatme focuses on the issues of identity and discrimination of people exposed
to daily injustice in their small and ordinary lives. In this case, the performers are Roma. The play won the Croatian
Theatrical Award for outstanding contribution to performing art.
And finally, our selection includes two dance performances. IMRC is an inclusive movement research collective led 
by the dance artist, performer and critic Iva Nerina Sibila, and the title of the choreography, created by Aleksandra
Janeva Imfeld, is Nukleon.
The other one is Out there and in here by the choreographers and dancers Sonja Pregrad and Ana Kreitmeyer, 
focusing on existential dilemmas, fears and traumas of the future.
The works chosen for this showcase aim to attract and motivate foreign theatre professionals, and at the same time
represent a cross-section of the current performative scene in Croatia.
We wish you a pleasant stay in Zagreb, in the company of our performances, artists and organisers.

Željka Turčinović, Programme curator
Translated by Ivana Ostojčić
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Director: Goran Sergej Pristaš
Production: BADco., Croatian National Theatre in Zagreb
and Dubrovnik Summer Festival

Correcting Rhythm is a theatre production rooted in the cri-
sis of the cognitive framework of the dramatic situation, the
explosion of analysis, observation and presentation in terms
of suspended causality. A disrupted rhythm is the precondi-
tion for a rerun of analytical obsession. Everything is there,
everything in its totality, all proportions in all their respects,
and nothing emerges out of anything. The rhythm of the
body with the rhythm of the society with the rhythm of the
planet – perceived as arrhythmia. Relative events. The ex-
plosion happened. The murder happened. How do we show
what we encountered here? What can we say what was
there before? What happened next? How do we show it?
How?
Forty years after Pavao Pavličić wrote his short story The
Good Spirit of Zagreb we return to the topic of a man's ob-
session with the rhythm of a city, the rhythm of its crimes,
in Goran Ferčec's text Correcting Rhythm.
The production sets off with an inquiry of the very building
of the Croatian National Theatre and the inner organization
of a space that becomes an observatory of the square
below it, the city, territory and cosmos that surround it. The
seldom-used Sound Studio transforms into a cabinet that
houses a collection of wondrous apparatuses and evidence
of an event the production traces.

Saturday, April 14, 2018      21:30                          Location: Croatian National TheatreTheatre: CORRECTING RHYTHM, BADco.
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Director: Renata Carola Gatica
Production: Zagreb Youth Theatre

“We’re all mad here,” is the phrase Alice, on her journey to her
inside, will hear many times. The coming-of-age for Alice is a
journey of accepting her own madness. The madness free
from negative content, the madness that is a synonym of
being different and special. Being mad means being different,
being yourself and never stop fantasising. Alice’s journey to
Wonderland is a journey to the centre of oneself, a journey of
accepting the Self. At the beginning of this journey, Alice is a
child who refuses to grow up. She doesn’t want to be yet
another in the long sequence of adults trapped by rules and
boredom. In her fight against growing up, faced with the que-
stion what kind of person she wants to be if not a grown-up,
Alice remains unanswered and by losing her name she loses
her identity. The journey to Wonderland is an inward journey
in search of a lost identity. The space of Wonderland is the
space of a child’s mind, a child’s subconsciousness and the in-
finite possibilities in which Alice seeks and encounters herself
in other characters. The world they live in, on the one hand,
is mad enough to make everything imaginable possible.

On the other hand, the very same world comes with so many
rules we want to escape from. It is this duality of the world
opening before her why a not so ordinary girl will try to be-
long to each of the characters, while at the same time trying
to run away from them. The wish to belong is inherent to

Sunday, April 15, 2018      11:00                                           Location: Zagreb Youth TheatreTheatre: ALICE’S ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND, Lewis Carroll / Ivor Martinić

every man, and the fear of not belonging and unacceptance is
the greatest fear of every child and every adult. Belonging to
oneself means growing up. On her coming-of-age journey,
every character Alice encounters is a personification of her
fears, prejudices and childlike madness. Fighting against them
and, hand in hand, fighting against herself, Alice becomes what
she is fighting against, what she didn’t want to become, all in
the service of accepting difference, madness and imagination. In
order to realise who she is and what she wants to be, Alice
needs to discover the darkest part of herself, the part she
doesn’t like and the part she is most afraid of – the most
grown-up part of herself. Alice’s fear is embodied in the cha-
racter of The Queen, the mother defining her child as she plea-
ses. “If you don’t know who you are, I’ll tell you,” is the phrase
adults use to shape and mould children. And it is this that our
Alice fights against. She still wants to fantasise, be different, she
wants to accept Herself and be whatever she wants to be. Ali-
ce’s Adventures in Wonderland is a play about the fear of gro-
wing up according to the rules imposed by the society. “Don’t
fantasise!” “Don’t be different!” “Don’t laugh!” “Fit in!” “Behave!”
“Don’t think!” “Don’t cry!” “Don’t be curious!” “Be nice!” “Watch
your language!” “Watch your manners!” are but a few orders
spoken in the daily life of growing up. Such proscriptions result
in the fear of growing up as losing oneself. Alice decided to say
NO to them and face the consequences of this decision. Her
journey across Wonderland represents a fight for everything
she wants to be(come).

Tamara Kučinović and Ivana Đula Ph
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a mono-opera based on the short story by 
Nikolai Vasilievich Gogol
Musical score, set design and directed: Marjan Nećak
Performed by: Ozren Grabarić

Diary of a Madman by N. V. Gogol is considered to be one 
of the earliest detailed record of schizophrenia, long before
the disease got its recognition and name in the medical
practice. However, Gogol’s short story doesn’t analyse the
disease in the medical sense, but rather questions the world
in which the individual struggles to make sense of his iden-
tity and social status. Gogol, in a lucid manner – through the
disease of Poprishchin, speaks about the disease of the 
society and reminds us that all of us are in some kind of
conflict with the reality. Which reality is more real? The one
we read about in the newspapers, the one we observe in
our immediate vicinity, or the one inside us?

Theatre: DIARY OF A MADMAN Sunday, April 15, 2018      18:00                                                       Location: Ribnjak scene
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den of social pressure or the impossibility of facing oneself.
All this time the shadow of Mount Everest looms over the
protagonists; some are trying to climb it to find peace, and
others because there is no other safe place left for them to
take refuge. However, in the wind-swept zone of eternal
cold, the real truth suddenly becomes unrestrainable. That
way climbing Mount Everest becomes a space of reaffir-
mation, of final liberation and a life possible only somew-
here in between personal reality and fiction, desire for
freedom and fear, on the top of the highest mountain in
the world.

Selma Spahić and Tomislav Zajec

Sunday, April 15, 2018      20:00                                        Location: Zagreb Youth TheatreTheatre: WHAT IS MISSING, Tomislav Zajec

Director: Selma Spahić
Production: Zagreb Youth Theatre

Mount Everest works equally well as a simple geographic fact
and as a broadly applicable metaphor. The highest mountain in
the world, with a peak settled at an altitude of over eight thou-
sand meters, is deeply ingrained in the uncertain existence ver-
ging on life and death in both these senses. As the witnesses
who have managed to climb on top and return testify, standing
on its snow-clad pinnacle one suddenly loses the decision-ma-
king power, and yet has never felt more determined in the need
to make pivotal decisions. The first of which is most definitely
whether to stay or to go.

The characters in this play are also about to face decisions. Two
sisters have to decide how to cope with the loss of their mot-
her, who abandoned them when they were little girls. A six-
teen-year-old boy from a troubled family is trying to escape to
the world of adults, exploring his homosexuality for the first
time. His father, suddenly and against his will forced to re-exa-
mine age-long moral values and views. Or a young couple
about to be married, facing the questions they never spoke out
loud in their relationship. In that sense, an outlook on family as
a very precisely defined fact opens, as well as on possibilities of
personal choice at the moment of its breakdown under the bur-



Director: Senka Bulić
Production: Theatre Hotel Bulić
Performed by: Nina Violić

Lampedusa Beach is the first part of the Trilogy on Shipwreck
by the Italian author Lina Prosa. The text was written in the
year 2003 and had its premiere in Paris in La Comédie Fran-
çaise. It has been translated into French, Portuguese and En-
glish. The intensive monologue on immigration is a poetic and
dramatic testimony of Shauba, a young African woman who
experienced a shipwreck on the coast of Lampedusa, one of
the most beautiful summer resorts of Europe that despite all
its associations becomes a traumatic spot of Europe. Shauba
tells of her own experience, namely, her dream of a better life,
of injustice in the world, but also her primordial connection
with the water, with her Mediterranean identity. The words of
the drowned Shauba, explains the author, give life to an un-
derwater odyssey in which the end, sinking to the bottom of
the sea, is a long breath that tells the story.

Nina Violić, the renowned theatre and film actress from Rijeka
plays in this deeply moving, topical and powerful mono-
drama.
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Sunday, April 15, 2018      22:00                                                    Location: Culture FactoryTheatre: LAMPEDUSA BEACH, Lina Prosa



Concept: Ana Kreitmeyer

Choreography and Performance: 
Sonja Pregrad and Ana Kreitmeyer

This is a performance about the uncertainty that we may or
may not be spared, about something, about somewhere,
about maybe, about the intensity of the uncertain and the
unpredictable,

about our encounter which allows me to examine the in-
tentions of her as the other, just as she examines my own,

this performance is about me, about her, about the edge
that separates and binds us,

it is about the reasons and ways we employ to traverse 
it and how this crossing, one we could also call touch,
changes, encourages, disturbs and instills fear, 

in this performance our bodies are mechanisms for produc-
tion of discomfort, Ana says this performance is from what
our body accumulates and lives, Sonja adds it comes from
the panic you feel but do not understand, from the anxiety
of the world that lives on an edge

text by Ivana Sajko

Dance: OUT THERE AND IN HERE Monday, April 16, 2018      18:00                                                          Location: Theatre&td
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Director: Oliver Frljić

Production: Kerempuh Satirical Theatre

Luigi Pirandello's most famous text and one of the most fa-
mous dramatic texts of all time, Six Characters in Search of an
Author, has come to the stage of the Kerempuh Satirical The-
atre. Pirandello’s characters embarked on their search for an
author way back in 1921, and they have been searching ever
since. Besides authors, this search has uncovered many other
things – and director Oliver Frljić’s staging at the Kerempuh
has been presenting its own findings to audiences since Jan-
uary 19th, 2018. In a society that has spent the last twenty-
six years obsessively searching for its own identity and
author, Pirandello’s play about theatre assumes some new
meanings. As a signatory of the Manifesto of Fascist Intel-
lectuals, Pirandello’s writing definitely resonates ideologically
in contemporary Croatia – at least judging by the many char-
acters who are unwittingly searching for him.
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Theatre: SIX CHARACTERS IN SEARCH OF AN AUTHOR, Luigi Pirandello Monday, April 16, 2018      20:00                              Location: Kerempuh Satirical Theatre



Theatre: LOOKATME

Author and director: Romano Nikolić

Production: Arterarij

This production explores and discusses identity, social relations
based on identity perceptions and the influence that narrow
perceptions of identity, based on prejudices, can have on soc -
ial subjects. This production aims to make evident what it is 
that connects us, while ironically problematizing and criticiz-
ing the consequences of the things that seemingly divide us.

The production plays with socialized intimacy and intimate
politics, ridiculing the tragic and canonizing the comical, and
generalizing the specific while concretizing the general.

Recipient of the 2017 Award for Exceptional Contributions to
Theatrical Arts // The explanation of the jury of the Croatian
Theatre Awards: The Award for Exceptional Contributions to
Theatrical Arts is awarded to the Artearij Association for Cul-
tural Action for the lookatme authorial project. This production
uses the primary language of the stage to explore not only
the boundaries of theatre, but also the boundaries of social
responsibility. The play’s artistic passion, truthfulness and
cathartic emotions make it a true gem of the domestic 
theatre scene.
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Monday, April 16, 2018      22:00                                      Location: Zagreb 

pogledajme / lookatme



Dance: NUKLEON

Co-authors and performers: Josipa Lukinović, Helvecia
Tomić, Irma Unušić, Iva Nerina Sibila, Leon Goličnik, 
Nikola Orešković

Production: Croatian Institute For Movement and Dance

Nukleon is a full length performance created by IMRC Col-
lective in collaboration with Aleksandra Janeva Imfeld.

The choreographic elements created by dancers are the re-
sult of collective authorship and elaboration of a specific sy-
stem of dance interactions created by each body and
personal interest. In content, Nukleon is placed in a space
where a birthday party takes place, and whose it is we can
only sense. Abandoned party, empty DJ stand and forgotten
clothing taken over by new performers become a place of
dynamic collisions and emotional explosions.

The IMRC's Nukleon is a community whose stronghold is the
magnetic and inextricable connection of its parts.
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Tuesday, April 17, 2018      18:00                                         Location: Zagreb Dance Center



Theatre: BLACK MOTHER EARTH, Kristian Novak /Tomislav Zajec

Director: Dora Ruždjak Podolski
Production: Zagreb Youth Theatre

Black Mother Earth: from novel to drama

„Black Mother Earth is a novel that defies being neatly put
away in appropriate definition and category drawers with
simple answers and interpretations.

Here is why: it fans out an impressive spectrum of intertwi-
ned themes and motives; it leaps back and forth in time with
head-spinning cuts and blends; its style varies across the
spectrum; it is consistently convincing in all of its manifesta-
tions; it faithfully follows the protagonist’s internal and social
growth; and finally, he uses language as a dramatic tool that
ranges across the spectrum, from standard and its derivati-
ves to the vernacular of his upper Međimurje. It is a novel
you can hardly capture at a glance. It is, in the best possible
sense of the word – hyperactive. Reading it for the first time
is easy: it is moving and seductive. On the second reading it
becomes cryptic, impenetrable, and brazenly elusive in an-
swering the big questions. As Dora Ruždjak and I worked on
dramatization, at times we had a feeling we had to deal with
a living organism that with its Kajkavian dialect and hipster-

like derivatives of the standard language – completely aware
of itself and independent of its author – was telling us to give
up any hope of translating it into drama.

Yet, we had to start from somewhere. There is one passage 
in the text that found its way into the drama but was later re-
placed by scenography, which I find very important on seve-
ral levels, so I decided to use it as the anchor. ...“ Tomislav Zajec

Croatian Theatre Awards 2017: For the best performance and
for the best direction
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Tuesday, April 17, 2018      20:00                                       Location: Zagreb Youth Theatre 



The Croatian Centre of ITI was founded in 1994 as a non-profit,
professional and volunteer organization (citizens’ association).
At the Constitutive Assembly of the Centre, Sanja Nikčević as
elected its first president. Within a few years of its activity, the
Croatian Centre of ITI grew from a small association of theatre
enthusiasts into an organizer of numerous theatre initiatives
and manifestations as well as a respectable publisher of the-
atrological publications and books. The main task of the nu-
merous programs of the Croatian Centre of ITI is building a
bond between Croatian theatre and the world, as well as its
presentation abroad. At present, the Croatian Centre of ITI has
over one hundred and fifty members who are eligible to carry
an international I.D. card, which enables them to have various
benefits in theatres worldwide. The Centre publishes the Croa-
tian Drama and Theatre bulletin in Croatian and English; the bul-
letin contains information on the Centre’s activities as well as
useful data on Croatian drama and theatre. Thanks to the work
of the Croatian Centre of ITI, a great deal of information on
Croatian theatre, the dramatic and theatrical tradition of these
parts as well as on reputable Croatian dramatic artists has
found its way into global theatre publications.

Founded in June 2000, the Dance Board of the Croatian Cen-
tre of ITI has grown into one of the rare solid strongholds of
the Croatian dance scene. It primarily acts as a place that pro-
vides logistic support to dance groups and projects as well as
a source of information and a way of joining the international
network on the level of the ITI Dance Boards. Thus, tours of
our groups were successfully realized in Mexico, Peru and
Cyprus. Thanks to the Dance Board, the celebration of Dance
Day on April 29 has become a true holiday in the Croatian
dance calendar. What we consider the most valuable result of
the work of our Dance Board is the launching of the magazine
for Dance Art Kretanja (Movements, 2002), published twice a
year, as well as the publishing of the Guide to Croatian Dance.
The guide was published in English only and it is a valuable
asset anywhere where there is an interest and need for in-
formation as it contains all the addresses, contacts and reper-
toires of the contemporary Croatian dance scene.
Since 2001 on, Željka Turčinović has been leading the Croatian
Centre of ITI as its President, while Dubravka Čukman acts as
Administrative Assistant in the Centre’s office and Nina Križan
as the Producer. According to current Centre regulations, the
Managing and the Supervisory Board meet three to five times
a year. The Annual Assembly is held in the month of January.

ACTIVITIES OF ITI
The main goal of the regular activities of the Croatian
Centre of ITI is to inform its members about events or-
ganized by other ITI centers in Europe and worldwide
as well as about the programs of studies and semi-
nars related to theatre work in the broadest sense.
Distributing information and making connections with
information networks is therefore our principal task.
The Centre has a very rich database (around 800 ad-
dresses of local and international theatre profession-
als) through which it maintains regular contacts with
over two hundred theatre professionals by sending
bulletins, translations of theatrical plays and miscella-
neous information on Croatian theatre and drama. The
Croatian Centre of ITI also has a regularly updated Web
site (http://www.hciti.hr).

ABOUT THE CROATIAN CENTRE OF ITI



CROATIAN CENTRE OF ITI

Croatian Centre of ITI 
24 Basaričekova St., 10000 ZAGREB, Croatia 
phone: +385 1 4920 667
fax: +385 1 4920 668
e-mail: hc-iti@zg.t-com.hr
web: http://www.hciti.hr/en
working hours: Mon. to Fri. 10 am to 4 pm

Željka Turčinović, Artistic Director 
of the Showcase 
phone: + 385 91 4920 667

Nina Križan, Producer
phone: +385 98 1975 666

THEATRES 

ZAGREB YOUTH THEATRE
Teslina St. 7, Zagreb
phone: +385 1 4872 561 
e-mail: helena.braut@zekaem.hr
web: www.zekaem.hr

RIBNJAK SCENE
Park Ribnjak 1, Zagreb
phone: +385 1 4814 734
e-mail: cmr@cmr.hr
web: www.scenaribnjak.hr

CULTURE FACTORY
Šubićeva St.2, Zagreb
phone: +385 1 4578 389
e-mail: eventi@tvornicakulture.com
web: www.tvornicakulture.com 

THEATRE &td
Savska St. 25, Zagreb
phone: +385 1 4593 510
web: www.itd.sczg.hr 

CROATIAN NATIONAL THEATRE IN ZAGREB
Trg Republike Hrvatske 15, Zagreb
phone: +385 1 4888 415
web: www.hnk.hr

KEREMPUH SATIRICAL THEATRE
Ilica 31, Zagreb
phone: +385 1 4833 354
e-mail: kerempuh@zg.t-com.hr
web: www.kazalistekerempuh.hr

ZAGREB DANCE CENTER
Ilica 10/1, Zagreb
phone: +385 91 4872 564
e-mail: info@zagrebackiplesnicentar.hr
web: www.zagrebackiplesnicentar.hr

HOTEL AND RESTAURANT
HOTEL LAGUNA
Silvija Strahimira Kranjčevića St. 29, Zagreb
phone: +385 1 3047 000
e-mail: info@hotel-laguna.hr  
web: http://hotel-laguna.hr/en/home

RESTAURANT MUSEUM
Trg Republike Hrvatske 10, Zagreb
phone: +3851 4826 408
e-mail: muzej@muzej.com.hr
web: www.gastroopus.hr

CONTACT / IMPORTANT INFO

Kvaternik Square
(Kvaternikov trg)

CULTURE FACTORY

RIBNJAK
SCENE

ZAGREB DANCE
CENTER

KEREMPUH
SATIRICAL
THEATRE

CROATIAN
NATIONAL
THEATRE

THEATRE &TD

RESTAURANT
MUZEJ



Publisher: CROATIAN CENTRE OF ITI

For the Publisher: Željka Turčinović 

Editor: Nina Križan

Design & Layout: Bernard Bunić, Axis-Design d.o.o.   

Cover photo: Ines Stipetić

Program is supported by

Croatian Centre of ITI

OUT THERE AND IN HERE
Theatre &td
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